GLAZ is a square, decorative LED Sconce with a soft, warm, opal glass shade. GLAZ is ADA compliant and mounts to any standard j-box with a 4" white canopy. Offered in 3000K.

SMARTwash is an optically optimized, performance, linear fixture for SMARTrack. SMARTwash is offered with a variety of optics including Asymmetric, Batwing double Asymmetric, narrow and wide distribution. At 11" long and 1.5" high, SMARTwash is close to the track for minimalist aesthetic. It can rotate to be parallel to SMARTrack or up to 90° perpendicular. Multiple CCTs, controlled 0-10, DALI or Bluetooth®.

A15 PENDANT
- XICATO XIM/XTM
- 1700 lm
- iBeacon ready with XIM
- Decorative LiteOptics
- 3.75" dia. x 9" h
- Economical solution

A25 PENDANT
- XICATO XIM/XTM
- 2000 lm
- iBeacon ready with XIM
- Decorative LiteOptics
- 4.75" dia. x 9" h
- eZspeaker option Bluetooth®